BRAWL 2017
ITC Warhammer 40,000
Championship

What to Bring

Format:

You will be required to bring the following items

• 2,000 Point Army List

in order to play in this event:

• Battle Forged
• Maximum of 3 Detachments
• Games Workshop and ITC FAQ’s In Effect
• Forge World Units and Rules Are Allowed

- Your Army * You really need this*
- Your 8th edition rule book

• ITC and NOVA Missions are In Effect

- 4 copies of your army list

Extra Changes

- Any codexes / army books needed for army

• Understrength units will not be allowed.
Minimum squad sizes must be reached.

- A positive attitude

- Dice, measuring tape, and wound counters

Playing in Day 2 - August 27th
The top 8 players will compete for the title
of Warmaster on the following day. This is
determined by strictly battle points. If you would
like to drop from the top 8 to play in the events
on Sunday please tell a judge at the front table
after the first day’s event.

What is ITC?
Some of you who have recently come back into the fold of
competitive gaming may be wondering what this is. Well, ITC is an
international tournament system. It uses the community to find
ways to balance the game, provide tactically flexible missions, and a
means to document and rank a player’s performance during the year.
Check out www.beefandwing.com/rules to check out the FAQ’s and
missions that ITC uses.
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Paint Judging

Awards

Every year we take our paint judging very
seriously; this year is no exception. We utilize
a painting rubric (which can be found in our
download section) to score your army. Your
final score is the average of 2-3 different
judges. We are aware in years past a certain
judge may be a bit harsh so multiple
opinions will give you a more rounded score.
We are really excited to see all the amazing
armies and hope that once again we get our
socks blown off!

This year we have quite a lot of awards to give
out. Though we do celebrate the hobbyist, we
also recognize a good general when we see one.

Be aware that in order to score the more
advanced points, you must execute
the technique well. If you don’t have a
convincing direct source lighting you won’t
get the points for it! I’d recommend getting
your practice in now.
Though it is not law, we encourage fully
assembled armies that are based and have
at least three colors on each model. Be
warned, your overall score will suffer severely
if you choose to ignore this request!
Go to beefandwing.com/rules to check out
the painting rubric.

Best Overall - The prized jewel of our event.
The player with the best combined score which
includes painting, battle points,
and sportsmanship
Warmaster - Player with the highest battle
point score.
Best Painted - Player with the highest average
painting score.
Best Sportsmanship - Player with the highest
sportsmanship score.
Average Joe - The player who ranks in the exact
middle of the pack.
Best Imperial - Imperial faction player with the
highest battle points
Best Heretical - Chaos faction player with the
highest battle points
Best Xenos - Xenos faction player with the
highest battle points
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